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This paper considers a Markov branching process modified to allow decrements which occur 
randomly at a rate proportional to the population size. The problems considered are (i) Conditions 
for eventual extinction, (ii) Asymptotic behaviour of the probability of extinction and the mean 
time to extinction; and (iii) Behaviour of the population size. Special consideration is given to 
the case where the decrement distribution is geometric. Inthis case limit theorems for the population 
size are obtained which are analogues of the basic limit theorems for the Markov branching process. 
branching process * random walk * limit theorem 
1. Introduction 
Recently there have been some studies of the linear birth and death process 
modified to allow large random decrements which occur at a rate proportional to 
the population size. The decrement component is regarded as modelling "catas- 
trophes" due either to large scale mortality or emigration. Brockwell et al. [4] derived 
the distribution of the time to extinction in the case of three specific decrement 
distributions and later BrockweU [3] extended this analysis to the case of a decrement 
distribution which does not depend on the instantaneous population size but is 
otherwise unrestricted. In this paper we consider the further extension in which the 
basic birth and death process is replaced by the Markov branching process (MBP). 
Let {X,} be the N+-valued Markov process whose generator is 
q# = iapj-,+l + iKd~_jI<o,,)(j) 
oo 
q,o = apoI{,}( i) + iK Z dk 
k~i  
(j~> 1, i# j ) ,  
and qii = - ia - iK (1 - do) 
where {pj} and {dj} are distributions on N+. This corresponds to the modification 
of a MBP {Zt} (obtained by setting K = O) in which catastrophes occur with instan- 
taneous rate r i  when the population size is i and when a catastrophe occurs the 
population is depleted by j individuals with probability dj, if j < i, and it becomes 
extinct with probability Y.~°= i dj. Clearly Xt is stochastically smaller than Zt and 
hence if m = ~jp j  < o0, {Xt} will inherit the regularity of {Zt}. 
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A MBP can be regarded as a left-continuous random walk evolving in contiuous 
time at an instantaneous rate proportional to the size of the process and stopped 
when it hits {0}. Indeed Athreya and Ney [1, p. 119] construct the MBP in just this 
way. Similarly {Xt} is a random walk on Z evolving in the same way, starting in N 
and stopping when it hits (-oo, 0]. The increment distribution of this random walk 
is 
'O~ 
-Pj+I (j~> 1), 
9 
Ot K 
aj =' PPJ+'+-- d_j ( j=O, -1), (1.1) 
P 
K 
P d_j ( j  <~ -2),  
where p = a + K. Special cases are: 
(i) po+P2 = 1, the linear birth-death-catastrophe rocess examined in [3]. The 
random walk is right continuous. 
(ii) K = 0 or do+ d~ = 1. These give the usual MBP. 
For most of the theoretical development of this paper it is easiest o assume that 
the process {Xt} is a general random walk evolving as outlined above. It can be 
explicitly constructed using the following straight-forward generalization of the 
construction given in [1] (and due to Athreya and Karlin). Let p > 0, {aj} be an 
aperiodic distribution on Z and let Y~, Y2,.-. be independent random variables 
having the distribution {a~}. Assume that E[ Ytl < ~ and set So = 0, S, = Y~--1 YJ and 
N =inf{n: i+ S, ~<0}. Given the sequence { Yj}, define an independent sequence 
{ Tj: j >I 1 } where 
P(T j<~t)=l -exp( -p ( i+S j_~) t )  (t>-O). 
Let ~'o = 0 and ~'~ = T~ +- • • + T, (n <~ N) and set 
i0 S,-1 if ~'n-z <~ t< r, 
Xt = if t ~> ~'N. 
(l<~n<~N), 
Then {X,} is a regular Markov process having the generator 
qij = ipaj_, ( j  >~ 1, i # j ) ,  q,o = ip ~, ak, 
k~- - i  
qii = - ip (1 - ao). 
In this paper we examine three problems. Let Pi(" )= P( ' [Xo  = i) and T= 
inf{t > 0: Xt = 0}. We seek: 
(i) Criteria ensuring qi = P~(T<oo)= 1 and the asymptotic behaviour of q~ for 
large i when qi < 1; 
(ii) The asymptotic behaviour of FiT when q~ = 1, and 
(iii) The behaviour of {Xt}. 
Problems (i) and (ii) were studied in [3] in the birth-death case. Our solutions 
are obtained by using properties of the random walk {S,}. This approach "explains" 
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Brockwell's analytically derived results and in particular it is obvious that q~ = 1 for 
each i iff D = EYI  <~ O. Problem (iii) is answered by obtaining analogues of the basic 
limit theorems for the MBP, under some restrictions. When D > 0 we can show that 
X, grows exponentially fast. When D <~ 0 we assume that for negativej the increment 
probabilities aj are geometric. This corresponds to the case of the exponentially 
distributed decrement distribution Used for the continuous state semistochastic 
model described in [7], the paper motivating [4]. When D < 0 we are able to show 
that, given X, > 0, X, has a limiting distribution. In the critical case, D = 0, we can 
obtain only a rather weak limit result. We show that there is a sequence {t~} such 
that t~-> oo and, given X, v > 0, XJ t ,  has a limiting exponential distribution. The 
problem is that of obtaining a precise convergence rate result for Pi(Xt > 0). When 
D> 0 we show that e-PL"Xt converges almost surely and that the limit has a 
non-defective and non-degenerate distribution iff EY~ log(1 + Y1)< oo. 
These results are qualitatively similar to the basic limit theorems for the population 
size of a MBP. Indeed the specific model we examine contains the standard MBP 
as a limiting case. However there are some quantitative differences between our 
results and those for the MBP. The main difference is that the conditional imit 
distribution we obtain for the case D < 0 always has a finite first order moment. 
Our results have been obtained under reasonably mild conditions, but no attempt 
has been made to obtain results under minimal conditions. We leave this quest to 
interested readers. The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 deals with the form 
of the extinction probability and in Section 3 we examine how quickly EiT grows 
as a function of i when D < 0. In Section 4 we derive the basic differential equation 
for the probability generating function (pgf) of the population size and derive a 
martingale convergence result for the case D > 0. Finally, in Section 5, we consider 
in some detail the case ~vhere a t = const, q-J (j'<~-1), where 0< q < 1. 
2. The probability of extinction 
It follows directly from the above construction that T < oo iff N < oo. The following 
result is an immediate consequence. 
Theorem 2.1. I f  D <- O then q~ = l (i>~ 1), and if D > O then q~<l (i~>1). 
For the specific model (1.1), pD = a (m - 1) - KA, where A = Y. jd~, and hence the 
condition for almost sure extinction is 
m<~ I+KA/a .  
Suppose now that D > 0. I f  P(  Y1 ~> 0) = 1 then qi = 0, so we suppose that P( Y1 < 
0) > 0 which ensures that qi > 0 for all L The random walk {S,} drifts to +oo and 
hence extinction occurs iff the global minimum of {S,} is zero. It is convenient to 
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work in terms of the reversed random walk {S.} Where S. = -S . .  Let M = sup. S.. 
Then M < oo a.s. and 
)} E(G~)=exp - -E  1 -G~;S .>0 ; 
n=l  rl 
see [9, p. 207]. When Xo = i, {X,}  becomes extinct iff M >I i and hence 
q, = P(/~/> i). 
In particular qi ~ 0 as i~oo. 
cO 
Let Q(G)=~+=o qiG ~ and observe that qo = 1. Since q~- q~+t = p(~r  = i) (i>~ O) we 
obtain 
1 -  GE(G '0 ) 
Q(G) = (2.1) 
1-G 
We can find explicit expressions for qi, or Q(G), in only a few special cases. For 
example qi = i ,  where O< 19 < 1, in the MBP case. Another such case occurs when 
a t has a geometric form when j <~-1. 
Let b t 
(Pgf) 
= a_j, trj = P(ff/ l  = j )  and assume that the probability generating function 
CO 
P(G) = Z big j
j~ - -oO 
can be defined in an interval of  the form [1, Go] where Go > 1 and that P (Go- )> 1. 
This is a possibility since P ' ( I+) = -D  < 0 and P"(G) is convex downwards in (1, Go). 
It follows that there exists Go t < 7/< 1 such that 
P(v/-') = 1. (2.2) 
To motivate the next theorem we digress to set Brockwell's [4] model in our 
context. With his notation we have 
A = ap2 ,  /~ = apo ,  po+P2 = 1, v =/~ + r 
and 
h(G)_/~G+ rd(G) 
1/ 
where d(G)=Y-Tffio dig j- Brockwell shows that if 
then 
pG 
h(G) = 
1-qG 
q,=(v /Ap) ' r l  ' ' t  ( i= 1 ,2 , . . . )  (2.3) 
where v/= (v+ Aq)/A. 
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Now 
p(¢) = xU ~ + ~h(¢) 
(2.4) 
A+u 
and hence Brockwell's example entails 
do=0, (a+KdO/~,=pq and (K /u)d j=pq;  (j~>2) 
or bj = const, qJ (j>~ 1). We now show that for the MBP case the last condition is 
necessary and sufficient for an expression like (2.3). 
The following result is expressed in terms of {%}. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose the conditions ensuring (2.2) are satisfied. Then o) = Crt j ( j  >I 1) 
for some positive constant C only if 
bj= Bq j (j>~ 1) (2.5) 
where q = 1 - ( 1 - 71 )/tro. Conversely if (2.5) is satisfied for some q ~ (0, 1 ) and p = 1 - q 
then 
Cro=(1-~l) /p and %=p-~(r / -q ) (1 - r / )~f  -a (j~>l). (2.6) 
Proof. (i) Assume that o)= C~ j (j>~ 1). Since M ~(M+SI )  +, fo r j~  > 1 we obtain, 
from (2.2), 
oo j -1  
Cn j ~robj + C ~ ' . ~, ^ = 7"1 bj_ ,=trobj+C Y~ r f -  bk
i=1  k=-oo 
It follows that 
= trobj + Cr/J[ 1 - ~ ~7--kbk 
k=j 
oo 
~objn-J= C Y n-%k, 
k=j  
and subtraction yields 
,~o(bm-J-bj+ln-J-')= Cn-Jbj (j>~ 1). 
Solving for bj+~ and iterating the resulting recurrence relation gives 
b j=b,q  j-1 ( j>~l), 
where q = rt(tro- C)/o'o, and since ~ bj <oo we must have 0< q< 1. Finally, 
C~ 
Cro÷ - -  - 1 
1-~7 
which yields the expression for q given in the assertion of the theorem. 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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(ii) Assume now that (2.5) holds. Our assumptions ensure that {%} is a non- 
defective and non-degenerate distribution which is the unique such solution of 
O0 
trj= E t r~P(Sl=j - i )  
i=0  
(j~> 1) (2.9) 
and 
OO 
tro= X ~P(S~<~-i). (2.10) 
i=0  
Thus it suffices to show that these equations are satisfied by (2.6). 
First, let ~(~)= ~°ffi o b_j~ :j= Y-Tffio aJ£ j, whence 
0 q¢ 
j = 1 j =-~ 1 - q~ 
Obviously/~(q-~-) = co and hence (2.2) has a solution ~/e (q, 1) and 
~(7/) = 1 -B  q . (2.11) , ? -q  
Assume that % = C,? j (j>~ 1). Then (2.9) is just (2.7) and this can be written as 
[ ] qJ C~ j = ~oBqJ + C71 j 1 - B ~ (q /  ~l) k -- troBqS + Cvl j -  BC~ 
k=j 1~ -- q 
or t ro -C~/ (~-  q)= 0. This equation together with (2.8) can be solved to give the 
first member of (2.6) and 
C=(~7-q) (1 -~l ) /~p.  (2.12) 
Equation (2.10) becomes 
CO 
~o=woP(Sl~<O) +C E vlip(sl <<--i) 
iff i l  
or  
oO oO 
troP(S,>~ 1)=troBq/p=C E ~I' E b_j 
iffi l jffii 
jffiffil i ff i l  1 - -  7/jffiffiO 
c---E~ [1 -Bq/p -~(~) ] .  
1-~/ 
It is easy now to check that this relationship is valid by using the first member of 
(2.6), P(S~ ~> 1)= Bq/p, (2.11) and (2.12). Thus (2.6) satisfies (2.9) and (2.10) and 
the proof is complete. 
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Now ql = 1 -cro and for i~>2, qi =~s~i ~ whence 
77 - -q  i--1 
qi - - -  rl (i~>1) 
P 
which is our generalization of Brockwell's result. This result also generalises the 
MBP result mentioned above, as can be seen by setting q = 0. Let us rewrite condition 
(2.5) as a t =~pq-S-~ ( j<~-1)  so that /3+ ~(1)= 1. We shall use this expression in 
Section 5. For the process defined by (1.1) we obtain 
apo + Kdl = p/3p, dj = p~pK- '  q j-~ (j~>2) 
and do, Po and 13 are connected by the relation 
Kdo + p/3p - apo + p/3q = K. 
It seems reasonable to set do = 0 since a catastrophe with no mortality cannot be 
regarded as catastrophic. In such a case/3 = (K + apo)/p. 
We now consider the case 
aj = Apq j-1 ( j~  1) (2.13) 
oo 
where 0< q < 1. Let B(~:) =~j=o bJ~ j so that A+ B(1) = 1. Now 
./g(se) = E(sr~) = E(se(M+so+) = p(j~r + g, <0)+ E(seM+s'; h4r + S, >t0) 
and the first term on the right is 
oo oo -- i -- I  
E t r ,P (S~<- i )= Et r ,  E 
i=0  i=0 k=- -oo  
Apq -~-1 = A~(q) .  
The second term equals 
O0 O0 
i+ j~O i=0  j= - - i  
[ _l ] 
= X ~,~:' 8(O+Am -1 E ~Jq-J 
i--O j= - - i  
= ~(~') B(O+~,_q ~_---~ 
It follows that 
( A' dg (~:)1 -  B(~:)+ q_  ~: q-  
If q < ~ 1 then P(~)= B( I j )+Ap/ (~-q)  and since ~(1)= 1 it follows that 
Ap-~.ht (q)= E(  YO= D (2.14) 
and hence d¢(~:), and therefore Q(6), is completely determined. 
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For the model (1.1), assumption (2.13) is pj = (pAp/a )q  j-2 when j>~2, whence 
f (~)=Po+Pl~ + 
pAp  
a(1 -q~) '  
A=(ot /p ) (1 -Po -P l )  
and 
m - 1 = (1 -po(1 + p) -p , ) /p .  
It follows that 
Adg( q) = p- ' (a(1  -po(1 + p) -p , ) -  KAp). 
Brockwell [3] demonstrated for the birth-death-catastrophe rocess with a decre- 
ment distribution having a geometrically dominated tail, for which case (2.2) has a 
solution when /3(. ) is given by (2.4), then q~--const. ,7 i ( i - ,  oo). Essentially this 
result for our more general model can be directly obtained from results in [9]. 
Spitzer (op. cit., p. 201) defines 
where 
V(6) = v,,~" = c -1/2 exp E(6g-; S. > 0) 
n=O I 
On observing that 
P (M = 0) = exp - - P(S,, > 0 
i l l  
we obtain 
d,g(sr)/P(A~r = O) = exp - E(~:g-; ,.q,, > O) V(s e ) 
i n  
and hence 
P( JVI = i) = c ' /ue(  ~ l  = O)v,. 
With the above assumptions for (2.2) to hold and assuming also that -oo < ~ j~sa s< O, 
Spitzer [9, p. 215] has shown that vi "~ const. ~i(i--> oo) and it follows that q~---const. 
i 7/, as asserted. 
Spitzer's proof uses the ladder variables connected with the associated reversed 
random walk whose increment distribution is {~7-Jbs}, and the Chung-Wolfowitz 
renewal theorem [9, p. 100]. This approach provides an expression for the constant 
in the above asymptotic result. The qualitative result can be derived much more 
directly as follows. 
In terms of the reversed random walk we have 
J 
~=Bs+ E tb-kbk (k~>l) (2.15) 
k= -oo  
c = exp - -- P(,g,, = 0) . 
n=l  n 
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where Bj = P(S1 >j) .  Let b~' = P(S, = i) and u, = Y.,°°__ o b7 be the renewal function 
defined by the reversed random walk and u~' =~- -o  b~'. Multiply equation (2.15) 
by bib-j, sum the result over j and then over n = 0 , . . . ,  v -  1. This eventually ields 
oo v tad oo  
q, -  ~.. ajb,~j = ~, b7 + X Bju,~-.i - ~, C~u,+.~ 
j= l  n=0 j= l  j=0  
where Cj = ~k"°__o qkb-j-k. Our assumptions ensure that there exists ~c (1, ~o) such 
that P(~) < 1 and hence that b 7 <~ ~-~(/5(~))"; this is essentially Chernoff's inequality. 
It follows that the sum on the left hand side tends to zero as v ~ oo. The first sums 
on the right have limits as v-~ oo, by monotone convergence in the case of the second 
oo 
sums• Now Y.~=~ B~ < oo and since ES~ < 0 the Chung-Wolfowitz theorem says that 
u~_k ~ D -1 as k~oo. Thus ~ Bju~_j < oo. This theorem also states that ui÷~  0 as 
j~oo. Clearly Cj<~P(SI<~-j), whence 
oo  
~j=o Cju~+j < oo. It follows that 
oo  oo  
qi = Ui + X Bjui_ j -  X Cjui+j. 
j= l  j=o  
oo  
~=o Cj<oo and we conclude that 
(2.16) 
Let/~ = ,/-Jb~ and t2j = r/-Juj, so that {t~j} is the renewal sequence corresponding 
to {/~}. Our conditions ensure that 0</3= 5".~°=_ooj/~ < oo and the Chung-Wolfowitz 
theorem states that t~j-~ 1//3 as j~oo  and t~0 as j - . -oo .  Equation (2.16) yields 
oo  oo  
,7-'q, = a, + E B ,7-Ja,-j - Y. G,TJa,+j. (2.7) 
j---1 j=o  
Now 
OD OD OO OO OO 
X  m-J=X X b =X X 
j= l  j - - - - I  k f j+ l  j= l  k= j+ l  
OD OO 
Y t;k<oo, 
j f f i l  k~-j+l 
since ~1 < I and Y.~°= I j/~ < oo. Thus dominated convergence shows that the second 
• - -  ~ ' - -1  oO _ -  . . oO . 
sum m (2.17) tends to/3 ~j=~ Bj~ J as z --> oo. Since ~'-j=o Cj < oo, dominated conver- 
gence shows that the second sum in (2.17) tends to /3-~ ~=o CJ~/j and hence 
limi_,oo rl-~qi exists, and it is easy to check that the limit is positive. 
If (2.2) cannot be satisfied for any ~/< 1 then {q~} may decrease much more slowly. 
For example, if the decrement distribution has a regularly varying tail, ~'-j~x dj--- 
x-~-aL(x)  (x.->oo) where d >0 and L is slowly varying at infinity, then q~ = 
P(M > i).-. const, i -a(i). See [11] for this and further results of this nature. 
3. Expected time to extinction 
In this section we assume that D < 0 so that qi = 1 for all/. Consider the continuous 
time random walk whose increment distribution is {ai} and for which the times 
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between successive jumps are independent and exponentially distributed with mean 
--1 p . If T' is the hitting time of (-oo, O] by this random walk then clearly Pi(T> t) <~ 
Pi(T') for each i>0 and since EiT'<oo it follows that hi=EiT<oo.  Obviously 
ho = O, and by conditioning on the first jump time it is evident hat 
O0 
hi = 1 / p, + Y. ajhi+j 
j~  - - i  
(i~> 1). (3.1) 
The relevant solution to this system can be obtained from the construction given in 
Section 1 by conditioning on the random walk {Sn}. It is 
h i =p- IE  i ( i+S j_ l )  -1 . 
\ j= l  
(3.2) 
Unfortunately this expression does not seem to be amenable to useful manipula- 
tion except to derive a known result for the MBP. Assume K =0 in (1.1) and 
let F(O, t )=P~(Xt=O) .  Then P i (T>t )= l - (F (0 ,  t)) i and hence hi= 
oo 
S0 [1- (F(0 ,  t))i]dt. Setting y=F(0 ,  t) and using the backward Kolmogorov 
equation [1, p. 106] OF/Ot = u(F) ,  where u(~)= p( f (~) -~)  we obtain 
1 
hi =/9  -1 [ - dy. (3.3) 
f(-y-) y .Io 
We shall now derive this expression from (3.2). 
For the MBP, {i+ Sn} is a left-continuous random walk starting at {i} and hitting 
{0} at the Nth jump. T~e passage from {i} to {0} can be split into i independent 
segments, the jth being the first passage from { i - j+ l}  to {i+j}. In addition the 
fluctuations of the walk between segments are identical--the only distributional 
difference is in the initial state of each segment. 
Now, from (3.2), 
hi = p-1  yi-1 Ei ~, ySj_~ dy. 
j= l  
Let N~ be the hitting time of {-j} by {Sn}, whence 
N 1V, 
Ei ~ y sj-I = Eo ~, yS,_, 
j r1 j r1 
N N k -  1 
=Eo E 
k=l  j=Nk_  i 
ySj_,=(l + y_~ + ...+y-~+l)E ° ySj_, 
: y 
1-y  Eo J ~Y sj-m • 
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By conditioning on the first jump we see that the expectation is 
= [ N, 
po+ ~, Pk l+Ek_l ~ ySj_, 
k=l  j= l  
= 1 + ~, pky k-1 ySj_, 
k=l  j 
°°I--yk(N~ ) 
=1+ E pk~ Eo ySj_, 
kffil 1--y j 1 
=1-~ (N, ) 1-f(y) Eo ~ y ss-' 
1-y j I ' 
whence 
N, ) 1 --y 
Eo =~ ySj_, 
, -s 77:y' 
and (3.3) now follows. 
A representation like (3.3) holds only for the MBP. To see this suppose h, = 
~1 o (1 -y i )g (y )dy  for some non-negative function g. Then, if A(y)=~,7= o a j f  and 
A=A(1-) ,  
h, - i /p= ~.. aj~+j 
j=-i 
=Ah,+ y ' (A -A(y ) )g (y )dy+ ~'. a_ j (1-y ' - J )g(y)dy.  
j= l  
We now need to take generating functions with respect to/. Now ~o (1 - y)g(y) dy < oo 
and it follows from monotone convergence that, for 0 < ~ < 1, 
fo ~ ~:(1 -y )  H(~)= ,=~" h,s ~'= ( l _ ) ( l _y~)g(y )dy<oo.  
Letting B(~:)= Y-~=i a-J~ j we obtain the identity 
fo ~ 6(1-y) (1 -A -  B(~:)) (l_~)(l_y~)g(j)dy 
fo f~ A-A(y) = p-i ~dy + Y g(y) dy. 1-y~ 1 -y~ 
Equating the integrands and letting ~-.  1 - yields 
g(y ) = { p[y( A(y ) - A ) + fl(1- y)]}-I 
where/3 = B ' (1 -  ). Substitution back into the previous identity yields 
B(~)- 1 -A -~+~6 
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Since B(0)=0 we must have l -A - /3=0 and hence B(~)=(1-A)~.  Thus the 
imbedded random walk is left-continuous. 
In Section 5 we will derive an expression for h~ when (2.5) holds; see Theorem 
5.3 below. Referring back to (3.3) it is obvious that 
1 _y i  log i 
hi (p(1 - m))- I  Jo ~dy~ (i-> ~)  
1 =y pE3 
where D = E (S~) > 0. Brockwell [3 ] derived an asymptotic result for the birth-death- 
catastrophe process (op. tit., eq. (3.5)) which can be re-expressed in the form above. 
In the principal result of this section we extend this result to our general case. Our 
proof requires a second order moment condition. 
Theorem 3.1. / fD<0 and E(Y~)<oo then 
h i . - - (pD) -~ log i  ( i~oo) .  
Proof. We will work with the reversed random walk and use the notation introduced 
oo I'1 
near equation (2.15). Rewriting the sum at (3.1) as Y~j=o hjbi_j, multiplying by bi_j 
and summing gives 
oo co oo ~ 0 
E hjbi-~ = P - '  2 "-' " h h "+' " " j b,_ j+ Y~ ,.j~i-j - ~, hj ~, bi-kbk-j. 
j= l  j= l  j=0  j=0 k=-oo  
The sums are finite since hj = 0(j), which follows by comparison with the random 
oo n 
walk with constant jump rate p. The double sum can be written as ~k--o Akbi-k  where 
) Ak = ~ hiaj+k= +k = 
j=0  j j 
as k ~ oo. Summation over n leads to 
oo oo oo 
h,- X h, bi -, = p-' j - ' . i%-  X a,.,L,. (3.4) 
j= l  j= l  j=0  
Let ~,-* oo. The sum on the left hand side is 
O Y. " ~ - -O ~ " ~+i a =O[ES~*+iP(£ ,~0) ] .  
j=  j=  j=0 
Since the random walk {S,} drifts to -oo, P(S~ I> 0) -* 0 as v + oo. Let M = maxn,o Sn. 
Then S~ +~< M and EM < m under the assumed moment condition [6]. The dominated 
convergence theorem then yields 
ES+  -, O. (3.5) 
Monotone convergence shows that the second sum on the right at (3.4) tends to 
oo 
Y~j---o Ajui÷j. This sum is finite because the above bound for Aj and the moment 
oo 
assumption ensure that )-'-j=o A~ < oo, and the Chung-Wolfowitz renewal theorem 
ensures that supj,o uj < oo. 
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Monotone convergence also shows that the first sum on the right at (3.4) tends 
oo  
to p-i ~,j=lj-lu~_j. This series converges because Stone and Wainger's [10] one 
sided estimates how that u_j <~ const.j  -1 i f j  > 0. 
We have obtained the representation 
oo co  
hi = p-1 ~, j-lui_j - ~, Ajui+j. 
3=1 j=o 
Now let i-~ 0o. Then 
oD oo 
~, j- lui_j= ~, ( i+k) - luk~O 
j= i+ l  k=l  
by monotone convergence. Choose e > 0 so that /5 -  e > 0 and io so that ( /5+ e) - !  <~ 
uj <~ (/) - e) -~ whenever i/> io, and we have invoked the Chung-Wolfowitz theorem 
again. Then 
i 
Z j-1 ui-j = ~, j-1 ui-2 + ~, j - I  ui-2. 
j = 1 i - - j~  i 0 i - - j>  i o 
The first sum on the fight is ~.°=.o ( i - j ) - lu j~O,  and the second sum is bounded 
above and below by (/5=t= e) -l ~'-'o .-1 2,j=~J ~ (;D ~ e) -1 log i (i ~ 0o). Finally, dominated 
oO 
convergence, convergence of ~j=o Aj, and the Chung-Wolfowitz theorem together 
yield 
oo  tad 
Z Ajui÷j-, y, Aj. 
j =o j=o 
The theorem follows. 
We conjecture that Theorem 3.1 holds under a milder moment condition and 
indeed some parts of the proof can be pushed through without the second moment 
CO v 
condition. The main obstacle is proving that Y9=1 hjbi_j~O as v-~oo. Our crude 
bound hj = O(j) reduced this problem to demonstrating (3.5). It would suffice to 
+ 
show that sup~ ES,, < 00, a reasonable supposition in view of the fact that a.s. S + = 0 
for all but finitely many v. However, our second moment assumption is very close 
to being necessary for (35.). 
To see this, observe that Spitzer's [9, pp. 180, 187] expression for 
exp[ -~ n°°__ 1 z"n- lE (srs-; S, > 0)] in the case of the left-continuous random walk with 
increment pgf ~-lf(~) gives 
co  
~., n - 'E (S+)z"=(1-g(z ) ) - ' - (1 -mz) / (1 -z )  (3.6) 
where g is a pgf solving g = zf(g). Now if E(S:)<~A<oo then the left hand side 
of (3.6) is O[ log(1-  z)-l]. On the other hand, by using an Abelian theorem for 
power series it is not hard to show that when pj = L(j) j  -2-8, where 0 < 8 < 1 and L 
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is slowly varying at infinity, then the right hand side of (3.6) behaves as z -, 1 - like 
const.(1-z)-l+SL((1-z)-~). It follows that sup, ES:=oo. For this example 
EY] +8' = oo if 8' > 8, but EY] +8 can be finite if L is appropriately chosen. As another 
example, let pj = const. (j3(logj)8)-~ for large j, where 8 < 1. In this case the right 
hand side of (3.6) behaves like const. (log(1 - z ) - t )  ~-8. This is compatible with (3.5), 
but it does not in itself imply it. For this example E( y~)2= oo but all lower order 
moments are finite. 
The problem associated with (3.5) may be side stepped if a better a priori bound 
of the hi was available. Ideally, we would like to show that hi = O(log i), but showing 
hi = O(i 8) for any 8 < 1 would be useful. 
0o ---1 Another component of the proof concerned the convergence of ~ j=l j  ui~. No 
extra condition is needed for this. To see this let M = max. , l  S,, V(j) = Po(M >>-j) 
for j/> 1, and for i >I 0 let ei = Po(~7/~< - i - 1), which is positive. An identity derived 
by Port [8] in the course of his proof of the Chung-Wolfowitz theorem is 
0o 
V( j )= E u,-jei-es; 
i=O 
oo 
also see [5, (3.24), p. 92]. It is shown in these references that ~=o ei =/5  and hence 
0o .--1 0o ---1 ~sffilJ ui-s is finite, for each i, provided F~j=Ij V(j)<oo. But this sum is 
O(E log+(~r+)) and the expectation is finite since E~7/+=/5. 
Finally, if we were in possession of the a priori bound hi = O(log i) then we would 
0o 
have Ai = O(E~=I (logj)ai+j), whence ~°ffio A/= O(Y~jffi I logjP(Yl>~j)) = 
O(~j~j(logj)aj). Thus the final steps of the proof would go through under the 
milder condition E( Y~ log(1 + Y~[)) < oo. 
The referee conjectures that lira hdlog i>~(pD) -~ without the second order 
moment assumption required for the proof of Theorem 3.1. Let T~ denote the sum 
in (3.2). The referee points out that i + D(N - 1) is stochastically bounded and when 
i is large, S i =jD with high probability. Thus we expect hat 
N--1  
j f f i0  
fo ~-~ dx =D_~(log(i+D(N_l))_ logi)  (i+jD)-*~- i+xD 
... ~-l log i. 
The conjecture would follow by applying Fatou's lemma to this result, if it is valid. 
4. The population size 
Let Po(t)= P~(Xt=j), F~(s, t)= Ei(s x,) and d~(s)= E(sY+t; Y>~- I )= 
F~Tffi_ ~ a~ +~. In this section we will write Y instead of I:1. The forward Kolmogorov 
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equations are 
dP o 
d t - -pPo( t ) j+p  ~, 
k~O 
and 
dPio 
- p Y. P,~(t)ka_k. 
dt  k~>O 
Pik(t)kaj-k (j>- 1) 
These yield the pgf equation 
oO 
OFi/Ot= p(d~(s)-s)OF~/Os+ p Y~ 
k=2 
P,k(t)ks k 
-2  
y 
j=-k 
ajs j
O0 O0 
-p  ~., P~k(t)ka_k+p ~, P~k(t)k 
k=0 k=O 
-k  
E 
j ~ - -  tX) 
aj. 
The sums combine to give 
oo --2 
~, P,k( t)ks k ~, 
k=2 j= - -k  
oo - -k - I  
aj s~ + E Pik ( t ) k ~, aj 
k=l  j=- -oo  
- a j s J~  
j : --oo k = - j  
} Pik(t)ksk+ ~ Pik(t)k 
k=l  
= E,[Xts x'+ Y; Y ~ -2, Xt I> - Y]+ E,[Xt; Y <~ -2, Xt < - Y] 
= Ei[Xts(X'+Y)÷; Y<~ -2]. 
Thus the differential equation for Fi can be expressed as 
OFi/Ot = p( dp(s)- s)OFdOs + pE,(X~s (x'+ Y)+; Y~-2)  (4.1) 
or  
o F , /  ot = -oE , [  X , (  s ", - s ( ' ,+ Y)÷)]. 
In these relations Y and X, are understood to be independent. 
If P(Y~< -2) = 0 then O(s) is the offspring pgf of a MBP and (4.1) reduces to 
the familiar forward equation for this process [1]. For the model defined by (1.1) 
we have 
¢,( s)  = p-'( . f (s) + ,~( d, + doS)). (4.2) 
Let A be a random variable having the decrement distribution {d~} and which is 
independent of Xt. I f j~-2  then P(Y=j )  = (r, /p)P(A =- j ) .  It follows that 
E,(X,s(X,+V)+; Y<~ -2) = (K/p)Ei(X#(X'-a)+; a >t 2) 
=(K/P){ Eixts(X'-a)+-dO$OFiO''-s'- dlOFi]''~$ J 
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and combining this identity with (4.2), equation (4.1) becomes 
OFi= ( a( f (  s)-- S)-- KS ) OFi- KE,(X,s(X,-a)+), 
3t Or 
an obvious generalisation of the forward equation for the MBP. 
Let m~(t)= EiX, which is obviously finite, given our construction of {X,} and our 
assumption that E (Y )< oo. In the following theorem we give conditions which 
allow us to derive an expression for mi(t) from (4.1). 
Theorem 4.1. I f  
lim fo 
then 
where 
-pD~ 2 (X  +Y)+ e E~[Xu(s - sXu); X.. > Y-, Y<~ -2] du = 0 (4.3) 
gi(t)=pEi[Xt(X,+ Y)-; Y<~-2]. (4.5) 
Remark. Equation (4.4) is similar to the solution of (19) in [7]. 
Proof. Let mi( s, t) = O Fi( s, t ) / Os = s-~ Ei( X, sX, ). Differentiating (4.1) and using the 
relation x + = x + x- leads to 
-~tm,(s,t)=p jsJaj + ~b(1)- 1 m,(s,t)-ps(1-dp(s)) 02F' 
j 1 OS 2 
+ Y)+K(x ,+ v -2} 
=p{E,(X, ysX'+Y-t; Y>~-I)+ E,(X, Ys(X'+Y)+-~; Y~-2}  
+ ps-~E,(X,(X,+ Y)-s°',+v)+; Y<~-2) 
+ ps-~E~[X2(s x,+v)+- sX'); Y<~ -2]. 
Let g~(s, t) denote the third summand in the last equality. Since X,(X, + Y)-<- 
X, Y- a.s. on { Y ~< -2} and since Xt and Y are independent it follows from monotone 
convergence that g~( s, t) ~ gi( t ) < oo. 
The fourth expectation can be written as ~,t(s, t)+ ¢,2(s, t) where 
~a(s, t)= E,[X2(s(X,+Y)÷-sX,); X, <~ Y-,  Y<~-2] 
<~ EdX, Y- (1-sX' ) ;  Y<~-2]-->O 
as s-* 1 - ,  by monotone convergence. 
1  44, 
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Let 
~b3(s, t)= E,[X, ysX ' (1-sg) ;  Y~>-I] ,  
and, again by monotone convergence, ~b3(s, t )~ 0. Finally let 
~b4(s, t)= E,[X,Y(sX'-s(X'+Y)+); Y<~-2], 
which -->0 by dominated convergence. 
The above differential equation can be written as 
dmi(s, t) 
-pDm,(s ,  t)+g,(s, t)+ ps-l~(s, t) 
dt 
where ~b(s, t) = qJl(S, t) + ~2(s, t)+qJ3(s, t)-qJ4(s, t). 
Integration yields 
e-oD'--'mi[S, t) = is i-1 + e-°°~[gi(s,u)+ps-'dl(s,u)]du. 
By taking account of the convergences shown above, using (4.3) and the dominated 
convergence theorem, we see that the right hand side of the last equation converges 
as s--> 1 -  to the right hand side of (4.4). However monotone covergence implies 
that mi(s, t)-> m~(t) and (4.4) follows. 
The following lemma gives some criteria ensuring the validity of (4.3). We 
conjecture that (4.3) holds without these critiera. The first two of them can be 
checked in individual examples and the third is applicable to the special case 
examined in Section 5. 
Lemma 4.1. Equation (4:3) holds under each of the following conditions: 
(i) E,X 2 < oo (t > 0); 
(ii) For some jo > O, 
(k+j)Ep~k+~(t)=O(k2p, k(t)) (j>~jo, k>~O); 
(iii) There exists 0 < q < 1 and K < oo such that aj <~ Kq -j when j <<- -2.  
Criterion (ii) is satisfied when X, has a distribution wth a regularly varying upper tail. 
Proof. Criterion (i) obviously implies (4.3). For (ii) observe that the integral at (4.3) 
is ~'o e-°m~bl( s, u) du and that 
-2  
~bl(s,t)=~k2p, k(t) sk ~, aj(sJ -1) = E a j (s~- l )  ~ k2pik(t) sk 
k j=-k+l  j<~-2 k>-j  
OO 
y aj(1 - s - j )  
j~ - -2  k=O 
( k- j)2p~k-j( t)s k. 
It follows that if (ii) is true then 
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But (1 -  s)X~sX'-l<~ Xt ~ Xty x'-~ dy = Xt (1 -  s x') and hence 
~bl(s , t )=O{Ei [Xt (1 -sX ' ) ]} - - )O  (s-> 1- )  
by monotone convergence. Dominated convergence now yields (4.3). The final 
assertion of the lemma is obvious. 
Finally, if (iii) holds, then for q < s < 1 we have 
~bl(s,t)<<.K ~ k2p, k(t) sk+l--sq k sk 1--qk" 
k=l I s--q 1 --q 
Kq(1 -s )  0o 
= 0[ (1 -  s) 02F~(s, t)/as2], 
and the assertion follows. 
We can rewrite (4.5) as 
g,(t)= E , [Xt (Y - -X , ) ;  Xt ~ Y- ,  Y-~>2] 
and hence if D~<0 and E(Y - )2<oo we see that gi(t)-->O as t--> oo. The dominated 
convergence theorem can then be applied to (4.4), yielding. 
Lemma 2.2. I fD<O and E(Y- )2<oo then lira mi(t) =0. 
t . . *oo  
When D ~< 0 we cannot obtain any precise information about the asymptotic 
behaviour of mi(t) without more detailed knowledge about the behaviour of gi(t). 
When D> 0 and E(Y-)2 a precise statement can be made. 
Theorem 4.2. I f  D > 0 then 
io o lira e-°D~m~(t) = K~ = i+ e-°~g~(u) du 
and Ki < m if E ( Y-)2 < m. 
Pr~L  The first assertion follows straight from (4.4). Now 
g~(t)~E,(X,Y-;X,~ Y-andX,--,O)+E((Y-)2;X,~ Y- and X,--, oo) 
and the second assertion is obvious. 
The following result on the limiting behaviour of {X,} when D > 0 is similar to 
a result in [7, p. 149]. 
Theorem 4.3. Let ~:t=o-{Xs; s<~ t} and Mt=e-°°'Xt.  Then {M,  ~;,} is a sub- 
martingale and/ f  E(Y- )2<oo it converges almost surely to a random variable M 
satisfying E ( M) < oo. 
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Proof. Using (4.4) and the Markov property of {X,} we have, for t > ~, 
) E(M, I3;¢)=e-PD'Ex,(X,_~)=e -°z>r .X~+ gx,(U) du>-M~. 
Since {Xt} has fight continuous ample paths it follows that {M,, 3r,} is a separable 
sub-martingale. Theorem 4.2 shows that sup, EM, < oo and the convergence assertion 
now follows from the continuous time version of the sub-martingale convergence 
theorem. 
Return now to (4.1) and set s--0. This gives 
dPio(t) 
dt 
-p~(O)P~l(t)+pE~(Xt; Y<~-2, Y<~-Xt) 
=pE~(X,; Y~- I ,  Y<~-Xt). (4.6) 
But the left hand side is the density function of the extinction time T. In particular, 
we obtain the representation 
q, =p Ei(X,; Y<~-1, Y<~-X,) dr. 
5. The case of geometrically distributed left-hand tail 
The case dealt with in this section is analogous to the exponential emigration 
case in [7, Section E]. We will assume (2.5) in the form 
aj= flpq -j-1 ( j~<-l)  
where 0< q < 1, 0</3 < 1 and we let A(s) =~7=o aJsj" Thus fl +A(1) = 1. 
The expectation at (4.6) is 
j-~Xt 
(5.1) 
Let hi(t)= pflEi(X, qX'-'), which is the density function of the extinction time. In 
the present case hi(t) is proportional to the function gi(t) defined at (4.5) because 
the latter equals 
pflpEi[Xt j=~+, ( j -X t )q J - ' ]  = pflpEi[Xtj~ljqi+X:']=(q/p)h,(t). 
In particular, (4.4) can be written as 
Io m~(t)=ieOD'+(q/p) h,(t-u)e °Du du. (5.2) 
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When D = 0 we obtain 
m,(t)~i+q/p (t~oo) 
and when D < 0 we obtain 
o'~ m,( t) dt = ( i + p/ q)/ pD. 
We now turn to a consideration of the solution of (4.1). The expectation at (4.1) 
is 
flpEi[Xt ~ s(X'-j)+q i-1] ~pq OFi 
=-,-q oU 
Since $(s)  = sA(s) + ~p, we obtain 
1-s  q h~(t). 
s -qp  
c3F~-psIA(s)+[ ~P -1] \ aFi l - s  hi(t) (s#q). (5.3) 
O t \ s - q / -~s - q s - q 
When s =q the fight hand side is well-defined but has a different form. We will 
solve (5.3) using the Laplace transform which will be denoted by an overbar, thus 
oO 
/~(0)=So e-°'hi(t)dt. Let ~(s)=s(a(s )+~p(s -q ) - l -1 )  and for q<s~l  this 
equals s(P(s) -  1). Observe that 
D= A ' (1 - ) - f l /p .  
Eq. (5.3) now transforms into 
oP, 1-s  (5.4) 
p (s) o-s- s-q" 
We will now consider three separate cases. 
(i) D<0 
For this case P(q+ )=  co, P (1 -  )= 0 and P( - )  is convex downwards in (q, 1) and 
hence P(s) > 0 if q < s < 1. Let A(s) = 1/~(s) .  Now 
1 s -q  
(P(s) -  1) - ( s -q ) (A(s ) -  1)+ tip 
and letting Z(s) be the denominator on the fight hand side we see that Z is defined 
in [0,1], 
Z(O)=-q(ao-1)+13p>O, Z(q)=flp>O 
and 
Z' (s )=A(s ) - l+(s -q )A ' ( s )<O (0< s6  q). 
It follows that A(s) is defined and strictly increasing in (0, 1), negative in (0, q), 
positive in (q, 1), a (0+)=- -co  and a(1-) =oo. 
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It follows that when 0 < s < 1, (5.4) can be rewritten as 
m-p- oz(s)p,= R,(s) 
as 
where 
1--s ) 
Ri(s)=p-lA(s) qgi(O) s~ q s i . 
The integrating factor 
•(s) =exp 
is defined if 0 < s < 1 and we obtain 
0 
as (I(s)P~(s, 0))= I(s)R,(s). (5.5) 
Since ~(s )  - /5 (1  - s) as s --> 1 - ,  then I(s) --> 0 and (5.5) may be integrated to give 
I (s )~(s ,O)=-  I(y)R,(y)dy (0<s<~ 1). (5.6) 
It is interesting to observe that (5.3) holds under the slightly lesser equirement that 
(5.1) be valid fo r j~  -2.  In this case (5.6) is still valid, at least if q ~< s <~ 1. However, 
even though ~(s )  is still defined in (0, q) it may be that it has zeros therein or that 
~(0+)  ~ 0. In such cases the following steps which will yield an expression for 
/~(0) either cannot be carried out, or become very much more complicated. 
To determine /~(0), observe that 
A (s )= q ( l+O(s ) )  (s-->0+) (5.7) sZ(O) 
and hence I (0+)=0.  It follows that ~o I(y)ri(y)dy=0 and this equation can be 
solved to give 
fo Y'A(y)I(y) dy 
g,(0)- 
fo t l -y  A(y)I(y)dy q 
The integrating factor satisfies I '(s)=-p-tOA(s)I(s) and this may be used in the 
numerator integral to obtain 
Io pi yHI (y)  dy g,(0) = (5.8) 
fo , l _y  qO A(y)I(y)dy y -q  
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We will now work toward a conditional limit theorem for X,, given that X, > 0. 
The first step is to determine the asymptotic behaviour of h~(t) as t- ,  oo. This, and 
its immediate consequences are the subject of the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Let D < 0 and A = min(pD, ipZ(O)/ q). There exists 0 < ( < A and e > 0 
such that hi(O) can be analytically continued as a meromorphic function into the half 
plane re 0 > - ~ - e where it has a simple pole at 0 = - ~. There is a constant 0 < Ci < oo 
such that, as t -> oo, 
h , ( t ) -  Ci e -v,  (5.9) 
P,(X, >o)- -  e (5.1o) 
and 
... qCi _~, 
mi(t) p (pD- ! ; )  e (5.11) 
The integrals at (5.8) can be written as Laplace transforms as follows. Let 
M(s) = p - '  A(y)  dy. 
From our discussion of the properties of I (s )  it is clear that M(0+ ) = M(1 - ) = oo, 
d(q)  = O, M is decreasing in (0, q) and increasing in (q, 1). It follows that when 
t>0 the equation M(s)= t has two solutions, s~(t)e (0, q) and s2(t)e (q, 1). The 
following lemma lists the essential properties of these functions. 
Lemma S.1. For j=  1, 2, sj( t ) is differentiable in (0, oo), sj(O+) = q and ( sj( t ) - q ) = 
O((t) 1/2) as t-* O. The function sl( t) decreases and 
(i) s l ( t )=O(exp( -pZ(O) t /q ) )  (t-.oo). 
The function s2( t ) increases and if 0< e < p/5, 
(ii) 1-s2( t )=O(exp( - (pD-e) t )  (t.->oo). 
Proof. The qualitative assertions are obvious and we prove only (i) and (ii). For 
(i), it suffices to observe that 
A(S)= q (l+O(s)) (s->O+) 
Z(O)s 
whence 
M(s )=-  q logs+O(1)  (s-*O+) 
pz(o) 
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and (i) follows. Similarly, it is easy to show that ~t(s)---(pD) -t log( (1-s )  -t) as 
s-~ 1 - and this implies that 
log((1-s2(t))-t~pDt (t~oo), 
whence (ii). 
We now split the integrals at (5.8)into the form j~= Io q + I~ and make the change 
of variable t = M(y) in each. Denoting the numerator integral by J(0) and observing 
that dy = p~(y)  dt we obtain 
J (O)=-p (st(t))'-t[9(st(t))e -°' dt+p (s2(t))H~(s2(t)) e -°t dt. 
(5.12) 
Since ~(s)  = O(s) as s --> 0+ and ~(s)  = O(1 - s) as s --> 1 - ,  it follows from Lemma 
(5.1) that J(O) can be analytically continued as a holomorphic function in re 0 > -,1 
and that J (0 )>0 if 0>-A .  
Similarly, if K(O) denotes the denominator at (5.8), then 
fo ° l - sdt )  K(O)=pqO q-st(t)  fo a l  - s2( t) e_O, dt e -°' dt+p s2(t) -q  
=p[ l+Of :e -° tA( t )d t ]  (5.13) 
where 
A(t )=q(pst ( t )  1-  s2(t_)~ 
\~-~l(t)  ~'s2(t)-q]" 
The transform A(0) can also be analytically continued into re 0 > -X and it is clear 
from the proof of Lemma 5.1 that A(0)--> oo as 0-~ -a .  
It is easily checked that K(O) is increasing in (-A, 0) and since K(0)=p and 
limo_,-A K (0) = -~ it follows that the equation K (0) = 0 has a single solution 0 = - 
where 0 < ~ < A. The assertions about/~(0) follow immediately. 
We conclude that/~(0) has a Laurent expansion about 0 =-~ of form/~(0) = 
Cd ( O + ~) + Hi(O) where 
c ,  = _ 
A 
and Hi(O) is holomorphic in re 0>-~-e .  Inversion yields (5.9) and hence (5.10), 
and (5.11) follows from (5.2). 
We now state and prove the conditional limit theorem foreshadowed above. 
Theorem 5.2. / fD<0 then for each j>~ 1, a~ =lim,_,~ Pi(Xt =jlX,>O) exists, o~j is 
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independent of i, ~j~l toj = 1 and {toj} has the pgf 
O(s)  = 
I 1 1 -y  e~.~(y ) 1 - p -lq~" e -~'~(*, Y q A(y )  dy  
p-~q~ e-~(~) Iv ~ Y A(y) e ~t(y) dy p -y  
(q<s<~ 1), 
(O<~s<q). 
Finally, the limiting conditional distribution has finite expectation given by 
joJ~=limE,(X, lX,>O)- q~ 
j~l ,-'= p(pD-~)" 
(5.14) 
Proof. Equation (5.6) can be written as 
~(s, O) = p-i eel(s) y,A(y) e -°~(y) dy 
f ' l - y  e_O~(y) ] -q~(O) A(y) dy . y-q  
Let q < s < 1 and make the change of variables t = ~t(y). Since ~t(s) <~ ~(y)  = t if 
s ~< y, this exhibits/~i(s, 0) as a Laplace transform which immediately gives 
Io' F~(s,t)=[s2(t+~(s))]'-q K2(t+s~(s)-u)h,(u)du (5.15) 
and we have written K2(t)=(1-s2(t))/(s2(t)-q). 
From Lemma 5.1 (ii),we have that, as t~oo, 
e° [1 -  (s2(t+ ~t(s)))']--> 0.
Again from (5.9), [,emma 5.1 (ii) and dominated convergence, we have 
e ° x2(t+s~(s)-u)hi(u)du 
Io = eO'K2(U + ..~/(S)) e~('-")hi(t - u) du 
I; L, Ci e~"K2(u + .d (s ) )  du = Ci e -~'~(~) eO'K2(U) du s) 
Is t l  --Y e~(y) = p-]Ci e -~(~) A(y) dy. (5.16) y-q  
The first member of (5.14) now follows from (5.10). The second member follows 
in a similar way from the alternative integration of (5.5), 
I (s)P,(s,  o)= I(y)R,(y) dy. 
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If q < s < 1 we obtain an alternative form for D(s) by using the first form of the 
limit at (5.16), viz., 
I: /~(s )  = 1 - q~" er"r2(u + M(s) )  du. 
Now r2( t )=p/ (s2( t ) -q ) -1  is decreasing and hence the monotone convergence 
theorem shows that/2(1 - )=  1. Thus the continuity theorem for pgf's shows that 
the limiting conditional distribution exists and is non-defective. 
To prove the final assertion observe that 
pp~( s2( t ) ) 
and hence 
12'(s)=pq~A(s) fo '~ 
(5.17) 
~(s2(u+ ~t(s))) du 
e~" (s2(u+ ~(s) ) -q)  2
fo exp (~u) ~(s2(u + ~t(s))) 
=Pq~ (s2(u+ M(s ) ) -q )  2" ~(s2(M(s))) du. 
For any u > 0 the quotient involving the ~ terms is asymptotically proportional to 
(1 -  s2(u + M(s)))/(1-s2(M(s))). Now 
~ s2(t+u) u=sg(s2(u+t))-sd(s2(t))=p -l A(y) dy 
d s2(0 
1 - s2 ( t )  
... (p/)) - I  log 
1 -s2(t+u) 
and we conclude that 
1 -s2(u+ M(s)) 
-~ e-P~ (t ~ oo) 
1 -  s2(M(s)) 
and given e > 0 there exists q < So < 1 such that the left hand side is bounded above 
by e -(~-~)p~' if s > So. Thus the dominated convergence theorem yields 
If q¢ 12'(1-)=(q~/p) e -(°~-0" dU-p(pf)_~) 
and the final assertion ow follows from (5.10) and (5.11). 
The existence of the first moment of the limiting conditional distribution stands 
in interesting contrast to the MBP case where this moment is finite itI Y. pff log j < oo. 
In the next theorem we derive the generalization of (3.3) foreshadowed above. 
Theorem 5.3. If D < 0 then 
{I; I, h,= E,T= P-' y'A(y) dy+ (1-y')A(y) dy 
[Io I "  ]} q Y A(y) dy+ A(y) dy . +q q_y  q y--q 
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Proof. Using (5.13) we can rewrite (5.8) as hi(O)= pi J (O)/( l+ OA(O)). Since J(O) 
and A(0) are holomorphic in rO >-K it follows that 
hi = -U ' (0 )  
Now 
-/J'(O) = i y i - l zg (y )dy= M(y) dy i -  . .d (y )dyd(1 -y  i ) 
and integration by parts yields the first two integral terms in the above expression 
for hi. Since U(0)= 1, the second component of hi is S~ °A( t )d t  and the change of 
variables t = ~t(y) gives the last two integral terms in the expression for hi. 
When q=O then ~(s)= c~(s)-s  where ~( . )  is the pgf of a distribution on N+ 
and ~'(1 - ) < 1. Moreover all but the second integral becomes zero when q = 0, and 
hence (3.3) is, in essence, recovered. It is interesting to note that for the MBP the 
sequence {hi-  hi+l} is absolutely monotone. This structural feature is retained in 
this more general case even though hi seems more complicated than in the MBP case. 
(ii) D=O 
The only difference in behaviour of A (s) from the previous case is that it increases 
more rapidly near s = 1 and this has the effect of making s2(t) approach unity much 
more slowly than indicated in Lemma 5.1. Throughout this subsection we will assume 
that 1~2 = EY  2 < oo and write a =/~2/2. Later in this subsection we will make the 
further assumption E] y]3< oo and we will then write 
b = (EY(  Y -  1)( Y -  2))/3/~2. 
The following lemma is an analogue of Lemma 5.1(ii). 
Lemma 5.2. I f  D = 0 and a < oo then, as t--> oo, 
1+0(1) 
(i) 1 -s2( t ) -  , 
pat 
1+o(1) 
(ii) ~(s : ( t ) ) -  p2at 2 . 
I f  b is finite then 
= 1 + l+____bb logt  
(iii) 1-s2(t)  pat (pa) 2" t --5--+O(t-2); 
1 [1_2(1+b)log____t+o(t_l)]. 
(iv) ~($2(t ) ) -p2at  2 pa t 
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Proof. A MacLaurin expansion gives 
P(s)= 1 + a(1 -  s)2(1 + e(s)), 
where e(s) --> 0 as s -> 1 - ,  whence 
~(s)=a(1-s )2 (1  + ~(s)) 
where E(s) = e(s) - a(1 - s)(1 + e(s)). It follows that 
~t(s) = (pa(1 - s ) ) - ' (1  +o(1) )  (5.18) 
and (i) and (ii) follow easily from this relation. 
When b is finite we can retain an extra term in the expansion of P(s) which gives 
~(s)=a(1-s )2 (1 - (1  + b) (1 -  s)(1 + o(1))), 
and hence 
~t(s )= l [1 / (1 -s )+(1  + b)log((1 - s ) - ' )  + 0(1)] .  (5.19) 
pa 
Define r(t) by 1 - s2(t) = (pat)-~(1 + r(t)). Now r(t) -> 0 as t --> oo and hence if (5.19) 
is used to solve t = ~t(s2(t)) for r(t) we obtain (iii), and (iv) then follows. 
It follows from (5.18) that I(s)-> 0 as s-> 1 -  and hence (5.6), (5.8) and (5.15) 
continue to hold. In the remainder of this subsection we will prove the following 
weak conditional imit theorem and discuss the limitations of the proof. 
Theorem 5.4. I f  D = 0 and E[ y[3 < OO there exists a sequence of positive numbers {t~} 
such that t~ --> oo and for x > 0 
lim Pi (Xt<~xt~lX,>O) = 1-e  -px. 
Let ~>0 and in (5.15) set s=s ,  
From (5.18) we have 
~t(st)=(t/pa~)(1 +o(1) )  
and hence 
t{1-[s2(t+ ~(s,))]'}--> ~
= e - t / ' ,  where t is chosen so large that s, > q. 
(t--, oo). 
1 + pa~ 
We have seen that K2(t) is decreasing and hence 
tK2(t + ~(s,) - y) <~ tK~( ~(s,)) <- M < oo. 
(t ~ oo) (5.20) 
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It follows from Lemma 5.2 (ii), (5.20) and the dominated convergence theorem that 
q h,(y) dy qt KE( t+~(st ) -y )h , (y )dy~p( l+pa~)  
and since hi(-) is a density function we can conclude that 
t (1 -  Fi(st, t))-> 
( l+q/p)~ 
1 + pa~ 
If we could show that 
lim tP i (Xt>O)=( i+q/p) /pa 
t--*oO 
(5.21) 
then the assertion of the theorem would be true with t replacing t~. Our problem 
is that we can only establish a much weaker version of (5.21). 
Let 
f (  t) = -ip(sl( t) )'-I ~ (sl(t))+ ip( s2( t) )i-1 ~ (s2(t)). 
Then from (5.12) we have 
I: I :( I  ) /J(O) = 1 -  f ( t ) (1 -e -°* )d t= l -O  e -°' f(y) dy dt t 
= 1-09(o)  
where y(t) denotes the inner integral. Using (5.13), (5.8) takes the form 
1-0~(0)  (5.22) 
/~i(o) - 1 + 0~(0  ) • 
It follows from Lemma 5.1(i) that the sl(t) terms contribute components o 9(0) 
and A(0) which are holomorphic in re 0>-pZ(O)/q.  We can infer then, from 
Lemma 5.2(i) and (ii) and an Abelian theorem, that, as 0-* 0+, 
9(0) =(i/pa)(log 0-I)(I+ o(I)) 
and 
.A(O) = (q/pap)(log 0-I)(I +o(I)). 
These together with (5.22) yield 
(I-/~(0))/0 i+q/PlogO-1 (5.23) pa 
and hence, from Karamata's Tauberian theorem, 
fo q/P log t p~( T> y) dy..- i't" ( t--> oo). pa 
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This relation implies that 
tP,( T> t) 
*0 
log t 
and integration by parts then yields 
i + q/p 
El(T; T<~ t) - -  log t (t-->~). (5.24) 
pa 
It follows from (5.23) and Thorem B in [2] that EiT" whenever ~/< 1. Indeed, if 
L: R+ --> R+ satisfies 
(i) L is slowly varying at infinity; and 
(ii) f~ yL(e y) dy < oo, 
then [ ( t )  = ~ y- 'L(y)  dy < oo, is slowly varying and 
E,( Tf__,( T) ) < oo. 
For example, if 8 > 1 then 
E~(T/(log(l+ T)) '+8) and Ei(T/( log(l+ T))(loglog(2+ T)) 1+8) 
are finite. 
Equation (5.22) can be written as 
4(0) (0 - '+  = o - '  - 
and inversion yields the integral equation 
I? Io P~(X,>O)= h~(t)dt=~/(t)+ A(t -y)h~(y)dy.  
It follows that 
Io Io tP~(X,>O)=tT(t)+ ( t -y )A( t -y )h , (y )dy+ A(t -y)yh, (y)dy.  
Now Lemma 5.1(i) and 5.2(ii) yield t~/(t)~ i/oa and tA(t )~ q/pap. Moreover tA(t) 
is bounded in (0, m), and hence it follows by applying the dominated convergence 
theorem to the first integral of the integral equation that 
lim inf tP~( X, >10) >1 ( i + q/ p ) / pa. 
[--~cO 
Equation (5.21) would follow if the second integral in the above equation can be 
shown to approach zero as t -* oo. Let K > 0 and choose t so large that t - K log t > 0. 
Since A(. ) is decreasing it follows from (5.24) that 
f .-x,o., f ,-K,o., q + ip A ( t - y)yh, (y) dy <~ A ( K log t) yh, (y) dy ~ - -  
Jo Jo qK 
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The limit can be made arbitrarily small by choosing K sufficiently large. This leaves 
I I? '°'' A(t-y)yh,(y)dy<~ sup (yh,(y)) a(y) dy t--Klogt [t-Klogt, t] 
=O[t  log(log t) sup hi(y)], 
[t--KIogt, t] 
upon using Lemma 5.2(i) and (5.24). It seems likely that hi(t)= O(t -2) for large t 
but even showing hi(t)= O(1/t log t) would suffice to give (5.21). However it has 
not proved possible to obtain any relevant information about hi(t) and instead we 
proceed as follows to obtain a much weaker version of (5.21). 
Begin by observing that 
Io o q,(0) -0, = e (tPi(X,>O) dt=-(d/dO)(1-h,(O))/O 
(1 + 0if(0)) z 
Assuming now that b is finite it is easy to show using Lemma 5.2(iii) and (iv) that 
as 0~0+,  
• /(0) = (i/pa) log 0 -~ + Cv + o(1), 
A(O)=(q/pap) log 0 - '+  CA +O(1) 
-~/(0) = i/paO+O[(log 0)2], 
and -A ' (0 )= q/pap+O[(log 0)2], 
where Cv and CA are finite constants. For example, to prove the second relation 
we observe that the sl(t) component always contributes terms that are O(1) as 
0 ~ 0 +, where in the present context O(1 ) means const. +o(1 ). The s2(t) contribution 
to f(t)  is 
ip~(s2(t))+O[(1 - s2(t)) 3] 
and using Lemma 5.2(iv) we see that this contributes 
_ 1 +____bb. log t (1 +o(1) )  
i/pa 4 (pa)2 t 
to ty(t), whence the result. 
The Laplace transform expansions above now yield 
0(0) = - (z / (0 )  + .A'(0)) + 20A(0)A ' (0)  + 0A(0)~/(0)  + 0~/(0)A'(0) 
+ (~/(0) + ft. (0))if(0) + o(1) (0~0+) .  
The inverse transform of the first term on the right is t(y(t)+ A(t)) which tends to 
(i + q/p)/pa, as we have already shown. The next four terms have inverse transforms 
which are 0(1) as tooo. 
For example, consider 0ff(0).X,'(0). Let Kl(t) = qsl(t)/(q- sl(t)) and vj(t) = tKj(t) 
(j = 1, 2), a bounded differentiable function with vj(0 + ) = 0. Thus the inverse trans- 
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form of -0A' (0)  is p(v~(t)+ v'2(t)) and hence that of -0.4 ' (0)A(0)  is 
Io p (v~(t -y)+v'2(t -y)A(y)dy.  (5.25) 
Now v~(t)= K2(t)--tK~(t) and from (5.17) and Lcmma 5.2 we see that v~(t)-->O. 
Similarly v~(t)--> 0 at an exponentially fast rate. Dominated convergence shows that 
the contributions to (5.25) containing sl(t) are o(1) and hence we need only consider 
fo v~(t-y)K2(y)dy= rE(t-y)rE(y)dy 
Io' dy. (5.26) 
y~(s2(y)) 
-p  r2 ( t -y )  (s2(y)_q) 2
Choose t' so large that K2(t) <~ C~ t when t I> t', whence 
fo f/ Io r2(t-y)r2(y) dy <~ C 2 dy +2 rE(t-y)rE(y)dy. , y ( t -y )  
The first integral on the fight is O((log t)/t) and remembering that K 2 is integrable 
at the origin, the dominated convergence theorem shows that the second integral 
on the fight tends to zero. Finally, since t~(s2(t))/(SE(t)-q) 2 is bounded on R+ 
and is O(1/t) as t--> oo, the third convolution at (5.26) tends to zero. 
It follows that 
tPi( Xt > O) = ( i + q/p )/ pa + rl( t) + r2(t) 
where rl(t) is continuous and 0(1) as t-->oo and r2(t) is continuous on (0, 00) and 
Io ° 
lira e-°tr2(t) dt =0. 
0~0+ 
It follows that there is a sequence of positive numbers {t~} such that t~oo  and 
r2(t~) --> 0, for if the latter is not true then for some e > 0 there corresponds a number 
t" such that either r2(t)> e or r2 ( t )<-e  if t>  t". In either case IS~ °e-°'r2(t) dt[-->o0 
as 0-> 0 +,  a contradiction. Theorem 5.4 now follows. 
Equation (5.21) would follow if it were possible to verify a Tauberian condition, 
for example, that h, ( .)  is non-increasing (as in the M BP case), or that z St, h, (y) dy ~ 0 
as t, z~oo so that t>.z and t/z--> 1; see Widder [12, pp. 209, 210]. 
(iii) D > 0 
Here ~ ' (1 - )  = D and since ~( - )  is convex in (q, 1) we see that the equation 
~(s)  =0 has exactly one solution , in (q, 1). Thus A(s) is defined and increasing 
in (0, , )  and, as above A(O+)=-oo and A(q)=0, but now A(~- )  =oo. Thus for 
s ~ (0, , ) ,  (5.5) can be solved as for the D<0 case and in particular (5.8) will 
continue to hold except hat the range of integration is now [0, 17]. 
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We now wish to consider the solution with s near unity. For s ~ (*/, 1), ~( .  ) is 
negative and hence we define d(s) = s(1 - P(s)) and 8(s) = 1/a(s).  Then 8(s) > 0 
if * /< s < 1, 8(.  ) is convex downwards and 8( , /+)  = 8(1 - )  =oo. Select ~ in (77, 1) 
$ 
and define t~(s)=p- lS~6(y)dy ( * /<s<l ) .  The integrating factor is I ( s )= 
exp(0ot(s)) and since I (~)= 1 we now have  
{ I; t~(s, O)=e - ° ' ° )  ~(~7, 0 )+0 -1 y '8(y)  e °'( ')  dy 
-p'lq (O) f. dy}. 
Now a(~) = 0, a (* /+ ) = a(1 - )  = oo and a ( .  ) is convex downwards. For s ~ (~, 1) 
it follows that the equation t = a(s) has a single solution S(t) whose properties are 
similar to those for s2(t) as described in Lemma 5.1, that is, S(O)= ~, S(t)1' 1 as 
t 1' oo and this convergence occurs exponentially fast. Using the change of variable 
y = a (t) we obtain 
F,(s, t)= t))' -q  r ( tx (s ) -  t + y)h,(y) dy 
(5.27) 
where K( t )=(1-S( t ) ) / (S ( t ) -q )  and we use the convention that the various 
functions on the right hand side are zero if there arguments are negative. We now 
prove the following refinement of Theorem 4.3. 
Thoerem 5.4. I f  D > 0 and A = EY  + log(1 + Y+) = oo then Mt = e-PD'x, --> O, a.s. but 
if A < oo then Mt --> M, a.s. a non-degenerate random variable whose (non-defective) 
distribution is given by 
where 
Ei(e-OM)=s((pD) -~ log 0-1+ ~)  
-q  r ( (pD) - l l ogO-~+~+y)h , (y )dy  (5.28) 
I.'( ' )  
~=p-~ 8(y)- D(1--y) 
ProoL Write 
. ( s )  = (oD)  -~ log(1 -  s ) -~- (pD)  -~ log( l -  ~) -~ 
1 
= (BD) -~ log(1 -s ) -~+ ~(s ) ,  say. 
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Now 
D(1  - s ) - (1  - P(s))= A' (1  - ) (1  - s) - (A-  A(s))+ f l (1  - s )  2 p(s  - q) > o 
and it fol lows that as s -~ 1 - ,  the integral above either has a finite limit or --> oo and 
the limit is finite iff 
f A(s)-A+A'(1-)(1-s) 
( 1 - s)2 ds < oo. 
It follows from [1, Lemma 1, p. 25] that this occurs iff A < oo. 
Let ~=~(1- )  and s=st=exp(-Oe-p°t), where 0>0.  Then a(st)-t-.* 
(pD) -1 log 0 -1 + ~ as t--> oo. If A = oo then the argument in the first term on the 
fight at (5.27) is negative for all sufficiently large t, the second -~ 1 and by dominated 
oO 
convergence the integral term -*0 because K( t ) - ,0  as t-->oo and So hi(y)dy<oO. 
Thus Fi(s,, t)--~ 1, or M,-~ 0 a.s. 
Now suppose A <oo. Then (d /dg)~ = -p-18(g)<0 and ~-~oo as g~ )7. Choose 
0o > 0 and then g so that ~ + ( pD)-I log 0 -1 > 0 if 0 <~ 0 ~< 0o. In this case t - a (s,) < 0 
for all 0 ~ (0, 00] and sufficiently large t, and again the first term on the right at 
(5.27) is zero. The other terms converge to those at (5.28) and the fight hand side 
-~ 1 as 0-* 0+.  The second assertion now follows from the continuity theorem for 
Laplace-Stieltjes transforms. 
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